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The FRIB-Theory Alliance Summer School
⭐ 2018 - Neutron star mergers for non-experts: GW170817 in the multi-

messenger astronomy and FRIB eras
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/15789/

⭐ 2019 - Machine Learning Applied to Nuclear Physics
https://indico.frib.msu.edu/event/16/

⭐ 2020 - Dense matter in Astrophysics (VIRTUAL FORMAT)
The school will focus on the matter in the interior of neutron stars
and the one created in supernova explosions and neutron star 
mergers, along with comparisons with the matter created in 
laboratories
https://indico.frib.msu.edu/event/22/

ques(ons
???

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/15789/
https://indico.frib.msu.edu/event/16/
https://indico.frib.msu.edu/event/22/
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Our school:
⭐ Veronica Dexheimer (Kent State University): Introduction to modelling 

the core of neutron stars

⭐ Luke Roberts (Michigan State University): The physics of
supernova explosions and neutron star mergers

⭐ Pawel Danielewicz (Michigan State University): laboratory
constraints for the equation of state of neutron stars

⭐ Rodrigo Negreiros (Federal Fluminense University, Brazil): 
General relativity (including the formalism to describe stellar 
rotation and magnetic fields) and stellar cooling

⭐ Thomas Klähn (California State University Long Beach):
Deconfined quarks and phase transitions in the core of
neutron stars
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Tuesday lecture program:
https://indico.frib.msu.edu/event/22/page/332-program

main
meeting

main
mee(ng

main
mee(ng

https://indico.frib.msu.edu/event/22/page/332-program
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Wednesday lecture program:
https://indico.frib.msu.edu/event/22/page/332-program

main
meeting

main
meeting

main
meeting

grad. student
mee(ngs (50 min)

+ main
mee(ng (30 min)

https://indico.frib.msu.edu/event/22/page/332-program
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Our Thursday lecture program:
https://indico.frib.msu.edu/event/22/page/332-program

main
mee(ng

main
meeting

grad. student
meetings (30 min)

+ main
meeting (30 min)

main
meeting

https://indico.frib.msu.edu/event/22/page/332-program
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1) Neutron-star modelling historical overview

2) Neutron-star formation

3) Neutron-star interior composition

4) Neutron stars in the QCD phase diagram

5) Simplest relativistic interacting model

6) More realistic models

7) Finite temperature

⭐ Outline:



⭐ First supernova registered in 185 AD
/1054 AD (Crab)

⭐ Landau predicted giant nuclei
formed when normal nuclei come
in close contact at great density
and  “laws of ordinary quantum
mechanics break down” in 1931
https://arxiv.org/abs/1210.0682
“Lev Landau and the conception of
neutron stars” (Yakovlev, Haensel,
Baym, Pethick)

⭐ Chadwick discovered the neutron in 1932

⭐ Baade and Zwicky proposed that heavy stars explode as supernovae
and give birth to neutron stars in 1939

1) Neutron star modelling historical overview:
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1210.0682


Energy Levels

light house model

⭐ Oppenheimer and Volkoff modeled
neutron stars as cold, degenerate
Fermi gas in 1939

⭐ First pulsar observed in radio frequency
by Jocelyn Bell in 1967: LGM-1

Change in B, induces E and removes
charged particles from crust
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⭐ Attractive and repulsive aspects
of nuclear force introduced in
relativistic model by Walecka in
1974

⭐ Higher-order interactions added
by Boguta and Bodmer in 1977

⭐ Hyperons included in modelling
by Glendenning in 1979

⭐ Negative parity baryons studied in 
stars by Dexheimer et. al in 2008
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Going back in time 39 years
⭐ Hybrid stars with a “quarkian” core suggested by Ivanenko and 

Kurdgelaidze in 1969

⭐ Pure quark stars proposed by Itoh in 1970

⭐ Presence of a mixed phase (with hadrons and deconfined quarks) 
inside neutron stars proposed by Glendenning in 1991
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⭐ When hydrostatic equilibrium is established, matter pressure pushing 
shell out balances gravity pulling shell in

𝑑𝐹# = 𝑑𝐹%

𝐴𝑑𝑃 = −%)!*+,-
-"

giving

,#
,-
= −%)!*

-"

⭐ Pressure is provided by nuclear processes throughout most of stars’ 
lives (main sequence) lasting millions or billions of years

2) Neutron-star formation:
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⭐ So far, about 2000 neutron stars
were identified and properties such
as age, rotational frequency, surface
temperature, surface magnetic
field, tidal deformability, radius and
mass are “measured”

⭐ Average density

𝜚 = !" = #.%!&'(
%)(#+ ,-)///~10

15 g/cm3

several times nuclear saturation density 𝝆0

most precisely measured compact star
PSR B1913+16  M=1.4414±0.0002 M⊙
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3) Neutron-star interior composition:

17⭐ Nuclear saturation density 𝝆0~ 0.15 fm-3  (0.25 x 1015 g/cm3)

Outer crust: nuclei

Inner crust: nuclei + neutron gas

Outer core: nuclear maDer

Inner core:
hyperons

and quarks?



hyperon

e, 
�

⭐ Neutron star core composition: spin ½ hadrons (baryon octet):

+ 𝝨+ (1189 MeV), 𝝨0 (1193 MeV), 𝝨- (1197 MeV),  𝝣0 (1315 MeV), 𝝣- (1322 MeV)

⭐ Appearance of heavier particles at high
density (~2 𝝆0 at T=0)

⭐ Hyperon order/amount depends on: mass,
charge, isospin, strangeness, …

⭐ Hyperons stable due to Pauli blocking
and neutrinos that escape

⭐ (Weak) chemical equilibrium is achieved in
~ 1 min after supernova explosion, so 𝜇e= - 𝜇Q in addition to 𝝆e = -𝝆Q

938 MeV 940 MeV 1116 MeV
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⭐ At even higher densities > 2 𝝆0 (at T=0) other particles appear

⭐ Spin 3/2 hadrons (baryon decuplet)
𝞓++(1232 MeV), 𝞓+(1232 MeV),
𝞓0(1232 MeV), 𝞓-(1232 MeV),
𝝨*+ (1383 MeV), 𝝨*0 (1384 MeV) 𝝨*- (1387 MeV),
𝝣*0 (1532 MeV), 𝝣*- (1535 MeV), 𝞨 (1672 MeV)

⭐ Negative parity baryons that are chiral partners
of octet and decuplet: N (1535 MeV) + …

19
Aarts et. al e-Print: 1710.08294 [hep-lat]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.08294
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⭐ Negative parity baryons that are chiral partners
of octet and decuplet: N (1535 MeV) + …

20
Aarts et. al e-Print: 1710.08294 [hep-lat]

chiral symmetry restora.on !

https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.08294


⭐ We know that at high densities (and temperatures) deconfinement to 
quark matter takes place

⭐ And chiral symmetry is restored (masses from medium)
e, 
�

increase 𝜌

21

increase 𝜌



4)  Neutron stars in the QCD phase diagram:

22

⭐ Phase diagram for water

1 atm pressure 

1st-order 
phase 

transi.on

crossover
transition



4)  Neutron stars in the QCD phase diagram:
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Dexheimer. al e-Print: e-Print: 0802.1999, 

hadronic ma+er 
(broken chiral 

symmetry)

nuclei

quark ma0er
(restored chiral 

symmetry)

⭐ High-energy phase diagram
(hypothesis)
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https://arxiv.org/abs/0802.1999
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⭐ Hadronic matter becomes more soft than quark matter for more 
isospin-symmetric (transition at lower 𝛆 but larger 𝛍)
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⭐ In reality, QCD phase diagram 
is 3-dimensional (at least)

many more 
neutrons, 
d-quarks

isospin 
symmetric

maDer

Aryal. al e-Print: e-Print: 2004.03039

https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.03039


⭐ Phase diagram constrained by low and high-energy nuclear 
experiments, astrophysics, lattice QCD simulations, and perturbative 
QCD

perturba(ve QCD

25



Fraga et al. Astrophys. J. (2014)

⭐ But other models are ok within
relevant regime

Roark et al. e-Print: 1803.02411CMF
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⭐ Perturbative QCD for 3-flavor
QGP at zero temperature
including chemical equilibrium
and charge neutrality

⭐ Band reflects uncertainties
in renormalization scale

⭐ Bag model outside band for
all relevant densities

https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.02411


⭐ W

⭐ WWalecka, John Dirk was born in 1932 in Milwaukee WI, studied at Harvard 

University and MIT and worked at Stanford University and Jlab.

His model was based on the Yukawa potential

where g is a constant, m the mass of the particle, r is the radial distance to the particle, and k is another 

constant (so that 1/km is the range). 

Assuming that a many-body system of baryons interact by

exchanging sigma mesons (for attraction at larger distances)

and omega mesons (for repulsion at shorter distances) :

Note that the sigma meson is fictitious and 

represents for example the exchange of two pions. 27

5) Simplest relativistic interacting model:



⭐ Walecka model Lagrangian density

Combining Dirac, Klein-Gordon and Proca Lagrangians (in natural units), we have:

where the purple terms are summed over each baryon with different couplings.

effective mass M*

with 

From the Lagrangian density, we calculate the energy-momentum tensor:

with metric tensor

interactions

28



⭐ Perfect fluid

A perfect fluid is a fluid that can be completely characterized by its rest frame mass energy density 

and isotropic pressure p. It possess no shear stresses, viscosity, or heat conduction:

So we calculate:

29



⭐ Mean field approximation

The main idea of MFT is to replace all interactions to any one body by an average or effective 

interactions. This reduces a multi-body problem to an effective one-body problem.

MFT can be viewed as the "zeroth-order" expansion of the Hamiltonian in fluctuations. Physically, 

this means a MFT system has no fluctuations, but this coincides with the idea that one is replacing all 

interactions with a "mean field". Quite often, in the formalism of fluctuations, MFT provides a 

convenient launch-point for studying first or second order fluctuations.

The mesonic fields are replaced by their expected values                                    and

This is a good approximation

when the density is very large.

Also used in condensed matter:

30



⭐ Results from mean field theory

⭐ Calculate the energy density and pressure for the Walecka 
model using the mean field theory approximation

Equations of motion from Euler-Lagrange equation:

with scalar density 

with baryon (vector) density

and

31



⭐ Results from mean field theory

⭐ Calculate the energy density and pressure for the Walecka 
model using the mean field theory approximation
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with scalar density 

with baryon (vector) density

and
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⭐ Solutions from Dirac equation

Plane waves

A and B are the annihilation operators for baryons and anti-baryons, respectively. 

Using orthonormality, some commutation operations, and taking the limit 

at zero temperature so                        where gamma is the degeneracy

33



⭐ Coupling constants

For isospin symmetric matter, the pressure at saturation density (                         ) vanishes and the 

binding energy per nucleon is minimum:

This implies

neutron 

matter
symmetric 

matter
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⭐ Bad results

Effective mass of nucleon is too low at saturation:

The compressibility is too high:

K0=551.53 MeV

🙀

35

🙀
relativistic 

limit



⭐ More bad results
Speed of sound in medium is too high:

36

🙀

relativistic limit

free quark limit



⭐ WImproving the Walecka model:

1. Include isospin interactions (more mesons) and calibrate coupling constant to obtain 

the correct symmetry energy at saturation

2. Include all baryons octet and determine their couplings somehow

more realistic model but with the same isospin-symmetric matter saturation properties

3.     Include non-linear couplings such as Boguta-Bodmer

37

6) More realistic models:



4. Model with more couplings 

5. Many-body Forces (MBF) model

6. Include  more mesons and interactions terms

7. Go beyond MFT by adding higher-order corrections

8. Start over with chiral models such as the linear sigma model (including CMF version) and NJL

9. Use relativistic ab initio many-body models with 2 or 3-body interactions fitted by scattering data

Dexheimer et al. e-Print: 0708.0131

Horowitz and Piekarewicz e-Print: nucl-th/0207067

Muether et. al DOI: 10.1016/0370-2693(87)91611-X
Baldo et. al e-Print: nucl-th/9912066 [nucl-th] 

Gomes et al. e-Print: 1411.4875

38

https://arxiv.org/abs/0708.0131
https://arxiv.org/abs/nucl-th/0207067
https://doi.org/10.1016/0370-2693(87)91611-X
https://arxiv.org/abs/nucl-th/9912066
https://arxiv.org/abs/1411.4875


⭐ WGoing back to the Walecka model and using a distribution function

39

7) Finite temperature:

X ∞

X ∞

X ∞

X ∞

fpart - fanti

fpart + fanti

E/𝛍

f p
ar

t

~ 0
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⭐ Temperature provides an extra (thermal) contribution to 
thermodynamical quantities, which stiffens the EoS

⭐ But also changes the particle population, by allowing more hyperons, 
which soften the EoS

⭐ But hot matter is usually more isospin symmetric, which softens the 
EoS, as in the case of supernova explosions and proto-neutron stars

Not the case for neutron-star mergers and hypermassive stars

⭐ A phase transition to quark matter complicates things even more …

- temperature changes phase transition 
strength and location

- phase transition softens the EoS
- but quark matter might be very stiff !

40



⭐ Example using the Quark-Meson-Coupling (QMC) model, in which the 
effects of medium on baryon-baryon interactions are modeled by a 
change in the dynamics of the baryons’ internal quark structure

⭐ Going from chemical equilibrium to a fixed lepton fraction YL turns 
matter more isospin symmetric and suppresses the charged hyperons

Stone et al. e-Print: 1906.11100

Guichon et al. e-Print: 1802.08368

41

https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.11100
https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.08368


⭐ Example using the Quark-Meson-Coupling (QMC) model

⭐ Going from chemical equilibrium to a fixed lepton fraction YL turns 
matter more isospin symmetric and suppresses the charged hyperons

⭐ At large temperature, there are many more protons and hyperons at all 
densities

42



⭐ Example using the Quark-Meson-Coupling (QMC) model

⭐ Hyperons soften the EoS

⭐ EoS gets stiffer with temperature for chemically equilibrated matter

⭐ EoS gets softer and then stiffer with temperature for matter with
fixed lepton fraction

43
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7) Conclusions?:
⭐ Astrophysics, nuclear, and high energy physics cannot be 

disconnected

⭐ “Exotic” degrees of freedom such as hyperons and quarks cannot be 
ignored when modelling the interior of compact stars

⭐ The QCD phase diagram is not 2-dimensional

⭐ We are living in very exciting times, enjoy !!!


